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Wysiwig FCKEditor on test : the background of long text area when vertical scroll is black - Firefo

Status
 Open

Subject
Wysiwig FCKEditor on test : the background of long text area when vertical scroll is black - Firefo

Version
4.x

Category
Error
Consistency

Feature
WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get)

Submitted by
Bernard TREMBLAY

Lastmod by
Philippe Cloutier

Rating
     (0) 

Description
This seems solved in Tiki 5.

type content : Problem, way to go around and may be a quick way to go to a solution

Hy,
4.0, 4.1

I test all functions including those that are not finalized.

The problems occurs with Firefox 3.5 not with IE8 (other ie not tested neither opera, google etc...)

In WISIWIG text editing WIKI obtained in circumstances that I can not confirm the background
color of textarea is black when you scroll to the end of long text (the text is more long than the
height of textarea).
The content text exist and you can see it if you select it and change the text background color.
The problem is the scroll with the background property color (in strasa css #F3FCFE color)

Complements

Problems occurs in wysiwyg mode (not in view source mode)
If you change the background color of the text you can see it
The problem is directly linked to scroll, when you change the textarea size (for example go to
"fullscreen" edit), the black background appears at the bottom just one line after beginning to
scroll down

https://dev.tiki.org/item2954-Wysiwig-FCKEditor-on-test-the-background-of-long-text-area-when-vertical-scroll-is-black-Firefo
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I hope to have provided informations to go straight to the bug.

Best regards

Importance
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
2954

Created
Monday 04 January, 2010 02:26:39 GMT-0000
by Bernard TREMBLAY

LastModif
Monday 14 June, 2010 18:50:24 GMT-0000

Comments

Bernard TREMBLAY 05 Jan 10 17:50 GMT-0000

the height attribute of body.wikitext must be set to auto; not to 100%
body.wikitext {
height:auto; /*: 100%; modified BTy:B00104-1 /* for FCKEditor */

Runs with Firefox and IE8
I wrote this as comment because I have not still set everything needed to join development team.

Detail explanations exist with the way "height" attribute is taken in account and calculated when real
size of text changes and is scrolled while the shown part of the area "shape size" is fixed (the 100%... of
the shape...)

Bernard TREMBLAY 05 Jan 10 17:56 GMT-0000

As verified the problem is only present in strasa.css

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  
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No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item2954-Wysiwig-FCKEditor-on-test-the-background-of-long-text-area-when-vertical-s
croll-is-black-Firefo

https://dev.tiki.org/item2954-Wysiwig-FCKEditor-on-test-the-background-of-long-text-area-when-vertical-scroll-is-black-Firefo
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